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The goal of this study is to determine whether or not individuals who identify as bilingual have more
advanced writing skills than individuals of the same educational level who identify as monolingual. The
importance of this study lies in the realm of education; our cities are becoming increasingly globalized,
which means that teachers must meet more linguistic needs than ever before. The results of this study
and others like it can help determine which method of teaching (subtractive or additive bilingualism) is
most beneficial to students learning multiple languages, and to students who only know one language.
In order to determine what effect, if any, bilingualism has on writing ability, bilingual and monolingual
junior- and senior-level university students (n = 4) submitted academic writing samples that are assessed
via both a rubric and a holistic reading by a third-party grader. The rubric results are then compared, and
a relationship is determined between “writing ability” based on the rubric, and the language classification of the participants.

The effect of bilingualism on students and two-way bilingual programs), and some prefer
teachers in classrooms across the United the method of immersion (or subtractive
States is a controversial issue for many rea- bilingualism), which can create for students a
sons. One significant reason is that American preference for their second language (L2) over
society is becoming increasingly globalized; their native language (L1). The “bilingual”
there are minority groups in the United and immersion models (additive and subtracStates now than there ever have been. With tive, respectively) are classified “depending on
higher percentages of minority students in the role that the native language plays in
classrooms come new languages, new cul- instruction. Additive models add English
tures, and new experiences that teachers instruction to native language instruction,
previously did not have to address. Teachers whereas subtractive models focus on transiare responsible for teaching students who tioning English learners to English immersion
may never have been to public school and programs as rapidly as possible and thus subwho may never have spoken English before tracting native language instruction” (Barrow
they stepped into that classroom.
and Markman-Pithers 166). Barrow and
Several approaches exist for teaching stu- Markman-Pithers plainly summarize the
dents who identify as learning English as their issues surrounding the debate about how to
Second Language (ESL). Some educators pre- best teach ELL s, stating, “The crux of the
fer dual language methods (also called debate surrounds the amount, frequency, and
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duration with which students should use their who are current ESL students, and students
native language in school, which is in large who were previously considered to be ESL
part associated with the underlying educa- students but were fluent in both L1 and L2
tional goal: Is the intent to make students at the time of the study. Their study conbilingual (fluent in both their native language cludes that past ESL students (fluent in L1
and English), or is it to make sure that English and L2) have higher scores in both reading
learners master the language as rapidly as pos- and mathematics when compared to native
sible?” (160). The benefits of speaking English English speakers and current ESL students.
have been established by many; however, the The implications of this study are that
benefits of being completely fluent in multiple teachers should aim for fluency in both L1
languages are less palpable.
and L2 for higher cognitive functioning in
The goal of the current research is to pro- reading and mathematics (see also Ginsberg
vide data that display the effects of true and McCoy).
bilingualism (complete fluency in two lanHakuta addresses one prevalent issue that
guages) on writing ability. The data in this is also addressed by the current study:
study are obtained by comparing writings of whether transitioning bilingual students into
monolingual students and bilingual students being monolingual is a “handicap” to the stuat the post-secondary level (n=4). If the dent, as opposed to fostering both L1 and L2
results suggest that writing samples by bilin- equally. Hakuta hypothesizes that a true
gual individuals score higher on a rubric than bilingual student (knowing two languages
those of monolingual individuals, it would fluently) will outperform monolingual stufollow that it would be beneficial for educa- dents in many areas, including metalinguistic
tors/parents to foster a student’s L1 while awareness, spatial relations, ambiguity detecinstructing them in L2 (thus, using an addi- tion, nonverbal measures, and egocentrism.
tive method). Only when students benefit These areas are all metacognitive, whereas the
from being completely monolingual does a current study is testing not metacognition
subtractive bilingual program make sense. itself but rather the outward effects of metaThe research question being addressed is thus: cognition on writing ability.
Do bilingual individuals score higher than
Poorebrahim et al. analyzed the effect of
monolingual individuals on a rubric when bilingualism on writing performance (as
being evaluated for writing ability? A qualifi- compared to monolingualism). Their study
cation to this question is that each individual assesses students at the university level in
being evaluated must be of roughly the same freshman and senior level courses according
achievement level, determined by the partici- to their language abilities. The study aimed
pants’ education, classification (junior/senior), to identify metacognitive strategies being
used by more advanced writers that are not
and field of study.
being used by the less advanced writers, and
Literature Review
to identify any relationship between bilinOne study by Ardasheva et al. is similar to gualism and monolingualism and high or low
the present study, in that they measure writing achievement. The researchers find
reading and mathematics scores of students that “bilinguals used more metacognitive
who are native English speakers, students strategies and had higher writing scores than
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monolinguals” (1). Researchers used a background questionnaire, a writing metacognitive
strategy questionnaire, and participants’ compositions, and statistical analysis (including
two-way factorial ANOVA and KruskallWallis tests) (1). The present study uses
different methods—compositions are
evaluated against a rubric—and does not
analyze metacognition.
None of the studies reviewed test bilingual writing samples against monolingual
writing samples using the same method or
with the same implications in mind as the
present study. Several researchers have studied the effect of bilingualism on academic
achievement; however, few studies have
been done that evaluate writing ability specifically among bilinguals as compared to
monolinguals using the same methods as
the present study—namely, attaining academic writing samples from students with
similar intellectual levels (gauged by their
status in one university as junior/senior
English and Spanish majors).
One scholar cited by several sources
(regarding bilingualism and academic
achievement) is James Cummins. In
“Linguistic Interdependence and the
Educational Development of Bilingual
Children,” Cummins addresses factors that
can influence studies of academic differences in bilingual and monolingual
students, including linguistic, socio-cultural, and “school program” factors (223).
This is a critical viewpoint. Cummins states
that because bilingual students are most
commonly minority individuals, their academic performance is generally poorer
compared to the majority population
because of the effects caused by their language situations, socio-cultural statuses,
and school programs. Cummins says that
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these situations are reflecting on their academic performance, but when their
education is fostered to the same extent as a
monolingual individual, they outperform
the monolingual student. My study also
addresses these issues by narrowing the
sample size of the bilingual population.
While this study did not statistically account
for linguistic, socio-cultural, or school program factors, it did evaluate the writing of
bilingual and monolingual students at the
same university, on the same academic level
(approximately), in the same type of program (humanities and language-oriented).
Much research, then, supports teaching
writing in a bilingual environment. Most
studies find that students who are bilingual
outperform monolingual and prospective
bilingual students in many areas, including
reading, mathematics, metalinguistic awareness, spatial relations, ambiguity detection,
nonverbal measures, egocentrism, and metacognition in general.

Methods

Participants
The participants whose writings were examined in this study were students at the
University of Texas of the Permian Basin.
Three of these students were on track to
receive their B.A. in English, and one graduated UTPB with a B.A. in Spanish the
previous semester. These two degrees,
Spanish and English, are comparable in
requirements regarding language acquisition
and writing skills. These students’ writings
were completed in their junior or senior year
in either a Spanish or English course, controlling for difference in level of preparation.
Additionally, each participant’s writing
sample was in English, which made the
comparison between monolingual and

bilingual writing samples more accurate
(compared to the bilingual participants submitting writing samples in Spanish, their
native language)—especially important for
this study because what is being measured
is writing ability because of bilingual ability.
In order to evaluate a native Spanish speaker’s fluency as a result of language acquisition
and “writing skill,” the writings are evaluated in the L2 to show their command of
not only language itself, but their ability to
succeed in writing in their second language.
Obtaining linguistic background on
bilingual participants (i.e. submersion or
immersion students, students who participated in a bilingual program, representatives
of the age at which second language was
acquired, etc.) was not necessary to complete
the present study, as questions such data
would address were not the focus of the study.
Design
This study is a quasi-experiment. Participants
were divided into two groups, bilingual and
monolingual, which are the quasi-independent
variables. Samples of writing had been written
prior to the study, controlling Hawthorneeffect bias (students did not perform better or
worse because of being in a testing situation).
Students provided a sample written within the
preceding six months (in order to avoid bias
from using documents and information much
earlier in students’ development). The writing
was not evaluated based on specific content (as
the writing sample could have been about anything), but rather for mechanics, clarity,
language, and structure.
A few limitations to this study’s design
must be addressed. One is that students in
this study did not have the opportunity to
create perhaps their “best” piece of writing
to be evaluated; however, writing samples

were submitted for a grade in a college
course, suggesting some incentive against
poor performance which would bias study
results. Another limitation is that the
study’s N of 4 is not sufficient to permit statistical analysis. The fact that only four
participants submitted writing samples may
decrease this study’s internal validity, since
higher scores might be a result of differences in academic or intellectual ability or
other differences (student type, procrastination habits, assignment selected as a writing
sample, etc.). A third limitation could have
occurred when a grader evaluated the writing samples against a rubric. While the
grader was not aware which writing sample
belonged to which student (bilingual /
monolingual), it is possible that the grader
had a preference for a certain type of writing or was biased against one type of
mistake over another (for example, a professor might be especially inclined to deduct
points for improper grammar usage over
another type of mistake). Further, the
grader was not a professional, but a peer-tutor, which could limit reliability if training
was insufficient. A fourth limitation is that
the only L2 spoken by the study participants was Spanish, and all bilingual
participants were of Hispanic ethnicity. It is
possible then that the two bilingual students scored higher on the rubric because of
cultural backgrounds, familial expectations,
or an aspect of the Spanish language that
aids in comprehension or fluency. Finally, it
is also possible that these students used an
outside source to help them compose these
writing samples; the samples were not
checked for plagiarism, and the students
were not asked if anyone or anything (computer program, for example) aided their
writing sample composition.
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Materials
Grades were assigned to each writing sample based on the grader’s evaluation of the
sample against a rubric from the University
of Colorado at Denver (Appendix A). Using
a rubric to evaluate the writing samples is
beneficial in that while the blind, thirdparty grader could have had a specific
perception of what things such as “logical
organization” or “sophisticated vocabulary”
should look like, the evaluator graded every
sample writing based on the rubric’s categories. This eliminated most grading biases
based on the evaluator’s perception of a specific trait of writing.

Results
The average rubric scores for each classification (bilingual or monolingual) show that
monolinguals outperformed bilinguals in
“writing ability” according to the rubric by
0. 25 points, 9. 25/12 versus 9/12 . (See
Appendix B, Tables 4 and 5, for raw scores.)
However, when evaluating the findings
from each rubric section, the average scores
are more telling. Table 1 shows that the
bilingual students outrank the monolingual
students in two out of four rubric sections,
and have identical average scores in another.
Table 1
Average Scores by Rubric Traits

Procedure
Trait
Average
Average
Data were collected by requesting and
Monolingual Bilingual
receiving (via email) one sample academic
Score
Score
writing previously completed by each partic- Structure/Org. 2.5
1.5
ipant. Participants were either current
Grammar/Mech. 2
2.5
enrollees in a junior- or senior-level Spanish
Content/Info.
2.5
2.5
or English course, or had been during the
Language
2.25
2.5
previous 6 months. Samples were written
during one of the following courses, which I
Monolingual students outranked bilingual
visited to recruit participants: SPAN 4360,
Spanish Golden Age; SPAN 3302, Advanced students only in Structure and Organization
Conversation and Composition; ENGL (by a sizable margin, given the 3-point
3336, Supernatural Global Literature; ENGL rubric scale). Total score averages are there3320, American Fiction 1860 -1900; ENGL fore somewhat misleading as to students’
3371, English Language; and ENGL 4371, actual performance.
Rhetoric and Composition. I also contacted
some students by phone and requested that Discussion
they participate in the research. I requested The findings of this study are similar to related
that samples have name and other identify- studies. Many studies find that truly bilingual
ing information removed. Samples were individuals have some sort of advantage over
then blind-evaluated by a student English monolingual individuals, whether that be
Language Arts tutor at UTPB’s Success metacognitively or academically. A finding
Center based on the previously noted rubric unique to this study, warranting further
(Appendix A). Scores were recorded for research, is that monolingual students’ writSpanish and English majors separately, and ing was rated as being better organized than
then compared and analyzed for implications. bilingual students’. While data from this
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study are too limited to make this result cer- by bilingualism.
tain, it’s an indication of possible challenges
Because rubrics which measure only a few
for bilingual students writing in an L2 that facets of writing can be too reductive, I asked
bears followup study with a larger dataset. the grader to also rank the writing samples
Likewise, results rating bilingual students’ holistically, apart from the rubric. The
writing as demonstrating equivalent or high- response is interesting in that the grader
er-quality grammar, content, and language ranked Monolingual 2’s writing sample
compared to monolinguals’ writing may point above Bilingual 1’s writing sample, contraspecifically to bilingual students’ linguistic dicting the rubric score, on which B1 scored
abilities. These writing ratings are consistent 10/12 (highest in set) and M2 scored 9.5/12
with the hypothesis that grammar usage, abil- (second highest in set). The grader’s reasonity to determine appropriate content, and ing, though, is still rubric-based and reflects
command of language are indeed facilitated M2’s organization and structure (see Table 2).
Table 2
Commentary on Holistic Ranking of Samples
Holistic Ranking
(best to worst)

Commentary

Monolingual 2

This sample had the best organization of all the samples received. It also had
the best example of critical analysis.

Bilingual 1

It had some moments where it lost a formal tone and used simple transitions.

Monolingual 1

This sample’s content was not the best choice in submission, as it was multiple
smaller questions. The sample had great organization but there is a huge difference in organizing short answers and an essay. It also relied on fact instead of
critical analysis/interpretation.

Bilingual 2

While the language was the most sophisticated of the samples received, the
organization was the least sophisticated.

The ultimate reason given for ranking Table 3
Monolingual 2 as the best writing sample is Top-Ranking Sample by Rubric Trait
that the writer had the best essay organiza- Best
Best
Best
Best
tion and best evidence of critical analysis.
Structure Grammar Content Language
This seems to contradict the rubric score of 2
M1
B2
M2 and B2
for Structure/Organization for M2; however,
B1
the terms “structure” and “organization” are
defined by the rubric, whereas in a holistic
This analysis gives additional insight into,
approach they were undefined.
and another perspective from which to view,
I also identified the best writer in each raw scores (Appendix B, Tables 4 and 5):
category, based on the rubric scores (see Table 3 more clearly articulates that a monoTable 3).
lingual student scored the highest in
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structure and bilingual students scored
highest in grammar and language, with
equally high ratings on content. Grammar
(syntax, punctuation) and language (vocabulary, tone) are what are most often used to
evaluate “fluency” in a given language. In
this set of writing samples, we can fairly
conclude that issues bilingual writers had
were not with language. The equivalent
monolingual/bilingual averages in content/
information—as well as overall paper
scores—further suggests that not only did
these bilingual writers use language and
grammar more effectively/correctly (according to the rubric) than their monolingual
counterparts, but that they wrote well—
their ability to use information was equal to
that of these monolinguals.

Implications and Future Research
Given that these results suggest advantages
of bilingualism over monolingualism in
many central aspects of writing, this study
supports the argument that subtractive
( L2 -only focused) language acquisition
methods are inferior to additive (fully bilingual) approaches that support fluent
bilingualism. Subtractive methods that foster language acquisition by focusing all a
student’s attention on the L2 (avoiding
using the L1 as a gateway into the new language) stand to be hindered in their
academic success compared to the potential
of active bilingualism—all the more in language acquisition programs whose goal is to
“forget” about the L1 in acquiring an L2 .
This study’s results suggest that such subtractive methods should be altered to
incorporate the L1 into the learning of the
L2 , and both languages fostered once the
learning is fluent in both.
These findings also support the movement
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to alter the course of language education for
monolingual students. Currently in Texas,
high school students are required to take two
years of a second language in order to graduate. Two years is not enough time to become
fluent in a second language, and moreover,
fluency will be attained more easily at a
younger age. Since we have indications that
bilingualism can yield benefits in writing
quality, early-age bilingual education should
be offered to all students, so as to bring them
closer to full fluency in two languages. The
results of this study, if validated in a larger
population, could mean that students who
are bilingual have an advantage over those
who are monolingual; this evidence could be
sufficient to alter education requirements (or
standards) accordingly.
Finally, these findings support initiatives
to promote bilingualism rather than
obstruct it, suggesting that monolingual
students may be at a disadvantage compared to bilingual students in writing.
Lower ratings for bilingual students in
structure and organization, if validated in a
larger population, would be an indication
to educators of an area of struggle for bilingual writers.
To address several of the limitations of this
study, future studies should recruit more participants. Additionally, future studies should
consider the benefits of completing a true
experimental study by having students compose in a controlled setting, which would
help verify that participants are using innate
ability. (However, Hawthorne bias could
increase if the setting was controlled and the
subjects knew the purpose for which they
were writing.) Alternatively, participants
could respond to a standard writing prompt,
or researchers could specify a narrow range of
acceptable sample types. (However, biases

would exist if a researcher was to provide a
writing prompt, as well.) Lastly, future studies should consider recruiting a professional
grader, recruiting participants who have

acquired an L2 other than Spanish (but
could include Spanish), and/or recruiting students with similar backgrounds.

Appendix A

“Evaluating a College Writing Sample Rubric,” University of Colorado—Denver

Appendix B
Table 4
Trait Scores by Writer
Classification

Structure/Org.

Grammar/Mech. Content/Info. Language

Total

Monolingual 1

3

2

2

2

9/12

Monolingual 2

2

2

3

3

9.5/12

Bilingual 1

2

3

3

3

10/12

Bilingual 2

1

2

2

2

8/12
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Table 5
Trait Scores by Writer
Classification

Structure/Org.

Grammar/Mech. Content/Info.

Score out of 3

Score out of 3

Monolingual 1

Score: 3
Commentary:
Exceeds
expectations;
each answer is
logically
organized, and
transitions are
smooth.

Score: 2
Score: 2
Commentary:
Commentary:
Very clear
Not a lot of
manipulation of
content; most
sentence length
is factual with
and structure for some evidence
maximum impact; of careful
critical thinking.
however, the
paper is also not
limited to simple
sentences and
has few grammar
mistakes.

Monolingual 2

Score: 2
Commentary:
Meets
expectations;
however, some
of the
transitions
between
Emerson and
Whitman can
be difficult to
follow.
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Score: 2
Commentary:
Very few
mistakes that do
not detract from
reading; i.e.:
“One question that
comes to mind
is if those
changes are for
better or for
worse?” Needs a
period instead of
question mark.

Score out of 3

Score: 3
Commentary:
Wonderful
examples and
great
supporting
textual
evidence.
Incredible
thoughts!
The idea of
continuity
between
current
and past
generations
and the stifling
nature of
conformity are
wonderful.

Language

Score out of 3

Total

Score
out of 12

Score: 2
9/12
Commentary:
Some clichés
such as “big
picture”;
however, the
language is
most often
varied and
appropriate for
the audience.

9.5/12
Score: 2.5
Commentary:
Some strange
wording and
redundancy;
i.e.: “revolving
circle”, “that
same Brooklyn
ferry
that he is
riding on.”
While the
textual
evidence is
wonderful and
adds greatly to
the writer’s
point, there is
some poor
integration.
I.e.:
“belief that
‘Therefore, we
value the
poet…’”

Bilingual 1

Score: 2
Commentary:
Does not have
many transitions
– when
transitions are
present, they
are simple.

Bilingual 2

Score: 1
Commentary:
Some conflicting
ideas that are
never resolved;
thesis discusses
gender roles and
nationalism, yet
is very broad,
leaving the
reader with
instances where
the paper is
difficult to
follow.

Score: 3

Score: 3

Score: 2
10/12
Commentary:
Some informal
language; this
may be
acceptable in
personal
thoughts, but
for the
assignment,
not acceptable
for an abstract.

Score: 2
Commentary:
Some obvious
mistakes that do
not overly detract
from the paper.

Score: 2
Commentary:
Demonstrates
great critical
thinking,
careful
analysis and
relevant
citations,
yet the
central theme
is somewhat
difficult to
follow and is
not concise.

Score: 3
8/12
Commentary:
Overall, this
paper has the
most complex
grasp of
vocabulary
and audience
of all the
papers;
maintains a
formal tone.
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